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Project makeover level 119
App DetailsAss you to all our beta players for helping you identify bugs and improve your design metamorphosis! All beta data had to be cleared for our final launch. To thank our beta players, when you open the game there is a gift package for them. Any purchases made during the beta have been saved and are waiting in-game. Page 2 Page 3 Page 4 Page 5 Page 6 Page 7
Page 8 Page 9 Page 10 Page 11 Page 12 Page 13 Page 14 Page 15 Page 16 Page 17 Page 18 Page 18 Page 1819 Page 20 Page 21 Page 22 Page 23 Page 24 Page 25 Page 26 Project Makeover Android Game Trailer▶ Download Android Phone Accessories on Amazon – As an Amazon Associate I earn on eligible purchases. ▶ Download this game – give desperately needed
makeovers to help people achieve their dreams! Choose very fashionable clothes, hairstyles, makeup and even furniture! Deal with dramatic characters such as selfish fashion icons, scheming assistants, or stubborn... 2020-11-21T00:00:04ZProject Makeover has a whole bunch of people who need Midas Touch when it comes to rebooting their fashion sense. You have to push all
your customers towards looking from the best side and living in the saddest excavations. And the only way to do that is by solving tons of match three puzzles, racking up tons of coins, and spending those coins on completing all the makeover goals. We spent hours making matches and helping our customers establish a new life. And now we're here to make sure you're doing the
same. With our help, you will become a match-three master puzzler and become the best mobile stylist in town. Here are the top five tips, tricks and cheats you need to know in project makeover: Download Project Makeover from Google Play here.1. Wait a few seconds for the game to make your matches visible• Project Makeover puzzle sections are usually available in three
variations. During all turns, you should disconnect for a few seconds before you try the next match. The game has a habit of sharing matches visible to you, resulting in a simple three-piece match or a match that helps create a bonus.• Sometimes it's worth taking advantage of those three-part matches. But you should always consider going for a powerup piece of the match over
these simple match types. You never want to lose your turn for a three-part match unless it helps you get closer to your goal. With very helpful match recommendations and your own matches that create bonus items, you will be able to perform much faster and easier. Place these Powerup Pieces to Good Use Bubblegum Games LLC • As we mentioned earlier, pieces of game
powerup will with bind all the time. It's a good idea to make sure you're creating each one that's we are here to help. Fit four pieces in a square formation, and you will create a small bomb that will clean several other pieces near it. Fit four pieces in a horizontal/vertical line formation, and you will create a firework that goes off in the direction it points to clear the row/column. Match
five parts of the T or L formation to create a large bomb that has an even larger explosion radius. I matched five pieces in a straight line to get a rainbow that removes all the pieces on the board that the rainbow powerup was initially matched.• The best matches you can create in Project Makeover are a powerup game piece. Try to create situations where these powerup pieces
end up side by side at some point or another. Once you've done that, take advantage of the awesomeness of the billing stage that results every time you match those powerup pieces together. It's always amazing to witness the magic that happens when you match a big bomb with a rainbow piece that places these bombs all over the stage and removes tons of pieces/obstacles
in one fell swoo. Try out all the matches with different bonus items you can find, and you won't have a problem bypassing even more difficult stages of the game.3. And be sure to leave some powerup pieces over Once You Reach Your Current Stage Goal • When you find yourself in a situation where you're going to clear the scene with the next few turns, go ahead and create a
few pieces of powerup with a few turns you've left. Leave these pieces where they are, then go ahead and create the matches you need to complete the stage at hand. • Once you do this, the remnants of the bonus will go on their own and help you earn even more cash as a reward for completing the stage. The game even goes out of its way to create big matches for you that
create even more powerup pieces for you that go off, leading to earning a lot more cash. Just make sure you leave a few of these bonus items on stage when you have plenty of turns to use to create them4. If you screw up for the first time, take one or all before the stage select boosters with you when you try to retry • As you progress deeper into Project Makeover, you'll unlock
boosters that you can choose to take with you before you start the stage. You should save one or even all of these boosters when not in the first attempt to complete the puzzle. • You should have a better understanding of how to deal with the difficult stage a second time, as well as the use of these pre-match match selection boosters will make your next attempt much easier to
use. The same applies to those boosters that can be selected during active gameplay. Throw them on the board when you are down to five turns or less during the next stage to retry. Booster components should always be relied on as repeated stage rehearsals.5. Your gems should only be spent replenishing boosters• As soon as you launch Project Makeover, take advantage of
the game's Start Screen offers that will reward you with 600 free gems. Gems can be used to earn five extra turns after the playthrough phase has failed and complete their two types of boosters. • Never waste your gems on getting those extra turns – you should only place your rare gems in the direction of getting even more booster pieces. You'll soon discover that these five
extra turns may not give you the victory you're looking for each time you complete the stage you're looking for, but purchasing more support items to use will help you win more often than not. See also Difficulty &amp; Strategy Game While our game is generally very easy to play, it gets a bit harder slowly. After all, we believe that puzzle games should convey the real learning
situation of life. You can stay in primary school for as long as you want, but that would be boring because you'll be learning the same lesson over and over again. You need to develop at school, learn new topics and learn new subjects every year. And that's the idea of creating a level from our amazing team of level designers. Levels shouldn't be so easy that you feel bored levels
shouldn't be too hard that you feel you have to pay to win It must just be right It's not rocket science, but it can be quite hard to achieve sometimes. Every 2 weeks (or earlier) we publish 50 new levels. That's so many levels coming from our little team in less than 15 days. That's why we've put the LEVEL FEEDBACK button in the top right corner of the game. Every time you feel
that level is difficult or funny (or both), give us a thumbs up. If you feel that our team messes up something and makes the level frustratingly too difficult, give us a thumbs down and send us an email. We, Origaming, read every email coming to us from this channel, while our friends in Tamalaki do not respond to some. Here are some tips crafted by our team to help you win this
game – Try a different strategy to scan the level for the type of blockers you're presented with, take your time before making a move, and take a closer look at the board so you can plan ahead. If after a few attempts you still can't complete the level, maybe it's time to consider a different strategy. For example, in some levels it may make sense to try blasting across the board with a
double battery. In others, making drill + battery may be better. Another situation requires a different strategy! - Daily Gifts Take advantage of our variety of ways to win free gifts! When you log in in the morning, you will get a card containing free gifts in the Daily Bonus. The Daily Login then also rewards you for logging in to the game every day; the more you log in, the better your
rewards! When you beat a level, you will collect a star. Star. Enough stars and you can open the Star Box! If that's enough, you can try your luck in our Lucky Wheel! - Youtube Guide When you get stuck in a level, you can check out our official Youtube channel to learn how to beat levels here: level 56 | NO LEVEL 57 BOOSTERS | NO LEVEL 77 BOOSTERS | NO LEVEL 94
BOOSTERS | NO LEVEL 99 BOOSTERS | NO LEVEL 104 BOOSTERS | NO LEVEL 119 BOOSTERS | NO LEVEL 150 BOOSTERS | NO LEVEL 151 BOOSTERS | NO LEVEL 156 BOOSTERS | NO LEVEL 190 BOOSTERS | NO LEVEL 209 BOOSTERS | THE NO BOOSTERS list is still short, but we're still adding new videos based on player feedback Join our Facebook
community group! Project Makeover is a lot of things. On the one hand it is a match-stuff puzzler. On the other hand, it's a game about make people and their homes look nice. There's also history and your own outfits to customize too. It may seem like a lot, but don't worry. We played a big chunk of the game and come up with some tips, tricks and tips that we think will help you
make everyone as pretty as possible. Have you played the game? Do you have your own tips to share? Well use the comments section at the bottom of the article, then. But before we get there, here are our top tips, tricks, and tips for Project Makeover. Click here for more guides and guides to the best and greatest mobile games Know Your GoalOnly Try Again When You're
SureBoost Smart Know Your Goal When you're in the puzzling sections, make sure you know what you're trying to do. Check the panel on the left side of the screen to see your goal. Sometimes you need to clean a certain number of shapes or discover a certain number of sunglasses. Whatever the case, it is important to focus on completing the goal. Keep an eye on how many
moves you have left as well. You run out of moves and it's game over, and you don't want that. Try again only if you are sure that you will receive only five additional moves as you continue the failed level. Look at the state of the board - if it looks like you'll be able to achieve your goal, then go for it. If five moves are not enough, you should simply accept the defeat and start over.
This way you are going to save your gems when they are actually going to be useful. Boost Smart Don't just throw away all your boosts because you have them. It is much wiser to use them when you have failed to level up. This way you will find out which one will be most useful in the sticky situation you find yourself in. The same applies to scissors. Use them to complete difficult
levels when you are down to the last move and you only have one part of your to finish. Download project makeover from the App Store and Google Play Play Store
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